
 

 

MAKE 
THEORY  
WALKThe double articulation 
of light and language: what is said and 
what goes unsaid; what is visible and 
what is unseen. Forward an argument 
about how we embody, articulate and 
make evident our being in the world. 
The network of evidents. Be in the 
world. Say. Write. Do. Act. Create.   Art that 
is not provocative, that does not incite a peaceable riot of the soul, will run out of fuel. 
Interrupt the text, research representation, galvanize a gallery.  
 



 

 

 
 
 
<occasional creative nonfiction quotation embedded throughout; uncited>  
 
Disturb the comfortable. [ch 0: imagination] 
 
Run through the gallery. Polyvocal mash-ups. You are what makes all things possible. Illuminate 
discontinuous ruptures and actuate spaces for the revolution-becoming of nomad activists. Tools and 
uses. Imagine the text not loaded with purity. The body keeps the score. Historical-libidinal 
materialism. The effect of the self by the self. Is that pleasure or desire? 
 



 

 

Referential. Unholy. Imagine the text, now and forever, not loaded with purity. Thoughts are shaped 
out of questions. The book, the body. The body without organs. We, not I. Theoretical Lexicography. 
What you think you become. Democracy comes from people, not governments.  
The captive and condemned subject. Differing forms of austerity across exchange economies. Ethics 
that do not moralize. The impetus to ethical action. Asceticism means wait for heaven. The next life 
will not bring you to the present in this one. Be here. The absurdity of otherwise. The truth is more 
absurd than that anyway. This is revolutionary-becoming.  
 
Re-read. [ch 1: knowledge] 
 
To understand anything is to continuously re-read. Engender promiscuous epistemologies. When you 
consider aesthetics, consider imperialism. Remember that the researcher is the tool of research. 
Exercise the theoretical lexicography. Document your truth.   
 
Travel inside a speculative, immanent ontology. Consider the rhizome as form and content. Form can 
be democratic and content is often chaotic. The orchestration of crashing bricks. An immanent 
ontology sees the nomadism of lines of flight. Deconstruct form, reconstruct content. Method in the 
making. Make available tools through modes of documentation and counter-narrativity as/in lived 
practice.  
 
Principled, inclusive and non-violent. Dreams, bodies, tools. Counter-narrate against inorganix. 
Refractions of a fraction of action. Fragmented findings and an argument for transgressive validity. 
Reflections on reflecting. Anti-oppressive implications.  
 
Complacency. [ch 2: tactical subjects] 
 
The United States in 2018 is primed for the fall of Rome. Eternal return of the intersubjective. Some 
patriarchs say the body has been done to death. They know neither exploitation nor vitalism. They 
are the embodied repressive hypothesis. Archaeology, genealogy and the history of subjectivity. This 
is an aesthetics of existence. Consider the techniques of the self as the always new strategic 
possibility. What else have you? Ontology of the ethical self. If by ethics you mean the relationship 
you have to yourself when you act… Quantum poetics. The physics of molecular explanation for the 
telescopic nature of time and love.  
 
A vision of hybrid documentary. Efforts are emphasized to rebuke the moralistic in favor of far more 
inclusive and open platforms. Become devoted to history and the revolutionaries of indignation. 
Interrupt old systems, defend humanity against mercantile capitalism. As always.  
Provide for wide rumination, humanize survival and guerilla gardening. Conceptual landscapes are 
framed through the lens of all that has been illustrated and articulated. Offer implications with 
concision, precision and poetic brevity. Weary bravery. Demonstrate the vital forces of peaceful 
convergence. A rhizomatic agenda of affirmation and the anarchist spirit of creative labor in 
education, learning, research, writing and art.  
 
 
 



 

 

 
Force of life. [ch 3: embodied politics & strategic aesthetics] 
 
Translation is always possible. Query into theory. The (future) uses of history. Producing subversive 
reterritorialization and thus altering the discourse that forms, shapes and seeks to construct our local 
lives. Provoke the question of dissent. Power/Knowledge. The morphology of a field of infinite 
substitutions. Decenter language, do not destroy the notion of truth. No image purity. Tissues of 
textuality. A social convention of privilege with language in which meaning is made and unmade. The 
utterance of think is a telling silence. Force comes to fulfillment. Art brut. Fuck chauvinism. Derrida 
FTW: Language bears within itself the necessity of its own critique. Tough truth. Not here for easy 
answers. Embodied power. Speak through language. Constant states of erasure. #HereButFor 
Crooked is the path. Make the world with vitalism. Do not react/indulge skeptics and cynics. Build 
anti-imperial empires.  
 



 

 

What does it mean to occupy everywhere? Internalize the extra-personal. Nietzschean remix. A few 
aphoristic points about the ethical-political. Future tracks: vision for an extended rupture. Refract the 
notion of the self and the subject through conceptions of articulation and interaction, through art and 
sweet love. Pass into the gaps and absences that exist throughout the collection of moments. Stories, 
imagery, the interplay of roles when we speak and when we are silent as voyeur-participant-
observers. Abruptly disruptive. (re)de/sign.  

 
Philosophy of affirmation. [ch 4. collective action: make theory walk] 
 
Saying yes to the possibility of being full is the only way to begin to be. Catalytic validity. Act up/act 
out. Choice to see through ideology. A complex assemblage. When we speak and when we are 
silent. On the realization that alliances are everywhere possible. Occupy everywhere. Ethics of action. 
A hedonist’s alterity. Rid fascism from the body.   
 
Tactical self in the space of civil disobedience. Return to the notion of the ethical. Address becoming 
and identity construction through an intersection of key concepts and actions. Critical 
(re)presentation. Address decay. Senile determination. Future of civilization, the open secret.    
 
The project is about visioning, on a continuation of light and language. Discussion into which 
practices and what implications are to come from research documentation of our activist becomings, 
on our projects, platforms, struggles, histories and futures centered around topics for continual 
unpacking. Pain. Exploitation. Survival. Love. Beauty. Pain. Fucking capitalism.  
 
Art. [gallery show; light and language] 
A historical material clusterfuck. Writing is a form of art and art is dangerous. An introduction. 
Aphorisms to propel discussion around the self in society and the art and science of distinguishing 
between the art of ethics and the stranglehold of morality. The horror of the everyday. Yes you need 
to read the news.  
 
An ethical analysis. Constitute our discursive identities under constant threat of erasure. It is our why. 
An attempt to alter destructive patterns of domination and highlight anti-oppressive ones, examining 
desire, perception, interpretation and action in process. Apprenticing nomad. First world vagabond. 
Walk with authors, artists, thinkers. Ride like a surf monk in physical libraries, local parks and digital 
archives, building research and writing like blocks in an ever-shifting structures that is always 
changed through dialogue in editorial hours. Kill your darlings.   
 
Political waves. Theory in action in action in theory. Praxis. Connect with the individuals and 
collectives who seek a more just and equitable world. An aestheticization or eroticization of freedom. 
Justify nothing. Networks. Light. The mechanics of the self and the forced exposure, the cover-ups to 
render a fauxmoral hierarchy through which economies dictate patterns of subjective behavior. 
Churches are imploding. Turn tanks into tractors.  
 
 



 

 

 
 
Disrupters. [call to those who can hear it] 
Bodies in social spaces. Consider your future tracks and remember that provocation for the sake of 
itself is masturbatory not revolutionary. Disruption is needed not to fill an ego-burst but because the 
structural systems are unholy. The eternal return of the epilogue. A first-person narrative told in 
second person. Writing at the margins. Hermeneutics of the self. An aesthetics of existence. Get 
inside the outsider.  
 
From the inside, from the instability of the subject, critique repressive moralities. Dare you. Combat 
violent valorization, interrogate public fallacies. Philosophical heretic.s Rationality is not core to 
existence. Constructed concepts designed to pacify the masses of people. Identify/challenges 
oppressive hierarchical relationships of knowers to knowing. In doing so, study the 
intern(ation)alization of representation. Written upon and incorporated into the social body. 



 

 

Constitutive loss and bodily remainder. Subversive reterritorialization.  Subliminal subversions. Joy. 
Vital. Convergence.  
 
Discontinuous history. Interrupt that shit. The liberationist act of understanding is key to naming the 
function of power-knowledge and control, both inwardly and outwardly. Be a desiring subject. Assume 
the (li)ability to excavate the surface of history and dig into the present landscape. A history of the 
present. Re-relate to history. Change positions. Intellectuals and power. Imagine the terrain in terms 
of strategies and tactics. The self as strategy. Becoming. Epistemology defined. Counter narrate in 
opposition to totality. Commodification. Pacification. Rage against the dying. The market will not make 
you whole.  
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